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Pricelist for services of using the photographs
from the IPCMS1 photo library and IPCMS photo laboratory
for commercial purposes and services to the third parties

1. Using the scanned slides/negatives in digital format:
А) scanned Leica format in digital form up to the resolution of 14 MP = RSD 900,00.
B) scanned format 6х6, 6х7 in digital form over the resolution of 18 MP = RSD 1.200,00.
2. Using the photographs taken in digital format (uncompressed .JPG or .TIF):
А) up to the resolution of 10 MP = RSD 900,00.
B) over the resolution of 10 MP = RSD 1.200,00.
3. Using of archived b/w photographs older than 50 years in digital format:
А) over the resolution of 10 MP = RSD 3.600,00.
4. Taking of new photographs1 in field2:
А) in digital format (uncompressed .JPG or .TIF) above the resolution of 10 MP = RSD 1.500,00.
B) in form of slides 6х7 (scanned at 4000 dpi) above the resolution of 75 MP = RSD 4.500,00.
1

minimum 10 photographs + per diem allowances for all team members, rent-a-car vehicle, travel expenses
(gasoline, toll), hotel accommodation.
2
taking of photographs from the scaffolding in addition to providing and erection of the scaffolding at the cost
of the Ordering party implies also doubling the price of photographs taking.
5. Renting of slides/negatives/photographic glass plates up to 30 days3:
А) Leica format = RSD 900,00.
B) Format 6х6, 6х7 = RSD 1.200,00.
C) Photographic glass plates = RSD 1.800,00.
3

against the obligation of keeping with due care and return of the same in the condition they have been taken over. If
there should come to the damage the following shall be charged for the slide in leica format: RSD 10.000,00, for the
slide in format: 6х6, 6х7: RSD 15.000,00 and for the photographic glass plate: RSD 20.000,00.
6. Photo laboratory services:
А) developing of black - white negatives (of all formats) = RSD 500,00.
B) printing of black – white photographs 13x18cm = RSD 120,00.
C) printing of black – white photographs 18x24cm = RSD 240,00.
D) printing of black – white photographs 20x30cm = RSD 480,00.
E) printing of black – white photographs 30x40cm = RSD 960,00.
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